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Mapping Montana Elections1'juv s 1979 
LIB~IQV 
• vi~~ 'i..f by 
Ellis Waldron and Paul B. Wilson* 
During the past decade in Montana there has been a 
significant increase in the amount of"direct legislation"that 
settles questions of public policy by popular vote. 
Reorganization of the state executive and legislative 
structures, rejection of a general sales tax, adoption of a new 
state constitution, enactment of a coal severance tax and 
limitation on nuclear installations are among the more 
interesting matters that have been determined by majorities 
of voters in recent statewide elections. 
The 1972 constitution was called "populist" because it 
relaxed earlier restrictions on the process of constitutional 
amendment and on the submission of initiatives and 
referenda to be resolved by statewide popular vote. The 
constitutional convention submitted three lively "sidecar" 
issues for decision by the voters as they cast ballots on 
ratification of the proposed constitution. Interest groups 
ranging across the political spectrum from opponents of 
pornography to opponents of nuclear power quickly 
exploited the easier rules of ballot access to put their 
concerns directly to the voters. In November, 1978 there 
were 11 issues on the state ballot for decision by voters-a 
number previously equalled only in 1920 at the height of 
Progressive farmer-labor activity during the first quarter of 
this century. It seems likely that "direct legislation" will be as 
prominent a feature of Treasure State politics as in other 
northern and Pacific Coast states. 
Jn Montana at least, statewide votes on 
policy questions across nearly a century 1976:1 
have been little used as indicators of 
popular sentiment on political affairs. A 
preliminary examination of voting 
patterns in "Montana's 1972 
Constitutional Election" (Montana Public 
Affairs Report 12, June 1972) noted the 
general outlines of some regional political 
cultures in the state and Jed to the decision // 
to examine patterns of voting on all of the ./ 
issues that had been resolved by statewide 
ballot since I 889. Regional pattern analysis 
by computer mapping of the results of 
these votes was undertaken, using the 
SYMAP and SYMVU programs of the 
Harvard University Laboratory for 
Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis. 
The rich variety of patterns presented by 
the maps suggested pervasive but complex 
*Ellis Waldron is a Professor of Political Science 
and Paul B. Wilson is an Associate Professor 
of Geography, University of Montana, Missoula. 
interplay of urban-rural, occupational, ethnic-religious and 
partisan influences in determination of the more familiar 
issues. If voter "rationality" can be defined as the choice 
among alternatives that seems best to advance a perceived 
self-interest, there were strong suggestions that such 
"rationality" went a Jong way to explain the outcome for 
familiar issues. But little or nothing was known about many 
of the issues and the context of their submission; could the 
patterns furnish clues to voter perceptions? 
Altogether the data offered a rich vein for the study of 
political attitudes and regional subcultures; the decision was 
made to publish them so that others could join in the inquiry. 
We pooled resources of our disciplines to publish a new 
Atlas of Montana Elections, 1889-1976. It presents much of 
the conventional information to be found iri such 
compilations, but gives prominent place to the identification 
and patterns of vote on 138 statewide ballot issues from 1889 
to 1976. 1 
'Ellis Waldron and Paul B. Wilson, Atlas of Montana Elections, 1889-1976, 
University of Montana Publications in History (Missoula, 1978), 335 pages 
with 350 maps and diagrams; price $19.95 (paper) $33.00 (cloth). Twenty 
years had elapsed since the ·last comprehensive publication of Montana 
election statistics, Ellis Waldron, Montana Politics Since 1964: An Atlas of 
Elections, Montana State University (Missoula, 1958). 
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The Atlas provides tabular display of county votes and 
percentages Democratic, Republican and Third Party for 
president, governor and United States senator and 
representatives in each biennial or special general election 
from 1889 through November, 1976. Statewide results of 
primary and general elections for all candidates on the state 
ballot are tabulated. The brief text introducing each election 
identifies general trends and observes the reelection of 
incumbents regardless of party-an aspect of the elections 
seldom emphasized in contemporary accounts. The unusual 
extent to which Montana presidential votes and legislative 
elections have mirrored national preferences was 
systematically charted (Diagram, Page 4 of this Report). 
The 350 computer-prepared maps and perspective 
diagrams illustrate each election of the four principal officers 
and the vote on each of the ballot issues. Maps for elections 
of the officers are conventional, showing which candidate 
"carried" each county. Three-dimensional perspective 
diagrams present a more refined view of party strength in 
some of these elections, particularly those in which one 
candidate "swept" all or nearly all counties . 
The maps to illustrate the vote on each ballot issue are 
quite different in conception. Counties were ranked by their 
relative support for the measure; then the thirds of total vote 
most favorable, "middling" and least favorable to adoption 
of the issue were mapped. After considerable 
experimentation with other devices, this division of the vote 
by ranked thirds was employed because it could be most 
readily grasped in preliminary pattern analysis. Perspective 
diagrams were prepared for some of the issue votes 
(Diagram, Page 1 of this Report). The text introducing each 
ballot issue identifies its substance and documentary source, 
notes interests that sponsored or o'pposed it (when those 
could be identified), and patterns of support and opposition 
that seemed to invite more detailed inquiry. Simple bivariate 
2 
statistical correlations (Pearson's "r") are presented for some 
pairs of votes on the same ballot, and among groups of 
similar issues in different elections. The most notable feature 
of the votes on ballot issues may have been the absence of 
substantial correlation with partisan preferences for officers 
in the same election. 
The map for the 1972 vote to adopt a new state 
constitution is presented above to illustrate the graphic 
representation of votes on ballot issues in the Atlas. 
Ratification was approved by the narrow margin of 50.55 
percent and the map shows that 16 counties including the 
major population centers furnished two-thirds of the vote 
that was favorable or least opposed while 40 counties of 
small population furnished the third of total vote most 
opposed. In the same election the pattern of vote to legalize 
gambling suggested the influence of ethnic-religious factors 
along with urbanization. Patterns of support for retention of 
the death penalty differed sharply from those on ratification 
and on gambling. 
To suggest one type of analysis possible with ranked 
county-level data, the Atlas compared county votes on I 2 
"life-style" questions that appeared on the state ballot from 
I 914 to 1972; these included three votes on legalization of 
boxing, five on the prohibition or taxation of liquor, three 
on legalization of gambling and one to repeal a requirement 
of blood tests for marriage licenses. Counties were classified 
by the number of times they appeared in the third of total 
vote most "permissive," "moderate" or "regulatory" on each 
of the 12 issues. If half or more of the votes was in the 
"permissive" or "regulatory" category, the county was so 
classified; if half or more of the votes was in the "moderate" 
category or distributed among two or more categories, the 
county was classified as having voted "moderate." The map 
generalizing findings in this study of "life-style" questions 
appears above. 
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Persons having general acquaintance with life in Montana 
will not be surprised by the fact that substantial majorities of 
voters in the historic mining communities of Butte and 
Anaconda voted "permissive" on 10 or 11 of the 12 issues and 
in the "regulatory" category for none. But voters in some 
rural eastern counties, settled a generation later from quite 
different ethnic and religious stock, consistently favored 
police power regulation of life style with only occasional 
votes in the "moderate" category. Voters in larger cities were 
more "permissive" than those in rural areas. Majorities in 
Stillwater County in central Montana favored a 
"regulatory" position on all 12 issues, despite a deeply 
Republican preference in partisan matters. The sharply 
divergent patterns of preference, often maintained with 
substantial consistency across two generations of voters, 
suggests the sturdy nature of regional differences and of 
cultural continuities within regions. 
The number of Montana counties more than trebled from 
16 in 1889 to 56 in 1926; this required preparation of a 
different base map for virtually every biennial election in the 
years before the number stabilized at 56. These base maps 
were prepared from contemporary statutory descriptions 
and they furnish a useful graphic perspective on population 
growth and distribution through the first third-century of 
statehood. The volatile nature of population distribution, 
the rapid settlement of the eastern plains after 1900, and the 
rise of Billings, Great Falls and Missoula as primary 
population centers outstripping the historic mining centers 
of Butte and Anaconda are further graphically illustrated by 
a series of 10 perspective diagrams, one for each decennial 
census. A special series of maps shows legislative districts in 
the reapportionments of 1965, 1971 and 1974, the latter to 
meet new constitutional requirements for single-member 
districts. 
There is a roster for each legislative session, arranged 
3 
alphabetically by county or numerically by district. Other 
features of the Atlas include tables of ordinal ranks that 
show the relative position of each county in the vote on each 
of the four principal officers (ranked by percent Democratic) 
and on each of the ballot issues (ranked by percent favoring 
the issue). 
The results of district judicial elections are presented in 
chronologies of service that also show all appointments to 
each seat in each judicial district. For substantial periods this 
represents the first systematic publication of the elections 
and service data, compiled directly from election archives 
and judicial records because they had not been officially 
reported by the secretary of state during many decades. 
A directory of persons who served in the state legislature 
or who sought a state or district elective office in a primary or 
general election summarizes the elective experience of 4,000 
persons and provides an index for the Atlas. 
Publication of the Atlas manifests a conviction that 
aggregate data can tell significant things about political 
behavior and attitudes, particularly in periods and regions 
for which survey data simply do not exist. With reasonable 
care the dangers of erroneous "ecological inference" can be 
avoided. In a state where 31 counties have less than 7,000 
population each and only one approaches a population of 
100,000, the utility of county-level statistics is not 
overlooked. For some purposes they are less useful than 
precinct data but precinct boundaries are frequently revised 
while county boundaries have remained stable for more than 
50 years in Montana so that they sustain examination of 
trends and preferences across substantial periods of time. 
Even the largest population centers in Montana show 
persistent and consistent differences of preference for 
officers and among ballot issues. Their modest size suggests 
that each city reflects a distinctive hinterland so that county-
level comparisons among major-population counties are 
highly suggestive for the understanding of regional and local 
political cultures. 
There is little systematic political history of Montana, 
particularly for events of the past half-century. The original 
research undertaken into voting on ballot issues in the Atlas 
suggests that there are substantial bases to revise some 
conventional learning about such matters as the "Wars of the 
Copper Kings." The impact of some cruder forms of political 
persuasion, measured by study of newspapers and testimony 
of the influence-peddlers, may have been grossly 
exaggerated. Montana was among the earliest states to 
embrace Progressive legislation by direct popular vote 
during its first generation of statehood. The number and 
significance of ballot issues declined sharply during four 
decades after 1926 but the reasons for that decline were much 
more complex than "company" domination of newspapers 
and public officials. The distributive requirements for 
initiatives and referenda amounted to a rural gerrymander 
against initiatives and referenda fully as effective as the rural 
gerrymander of legislative representation that deepened 
from decade to decade in the half-century before 1965. The 
1972 constitution broke the gerrymander against direct 
legislation, relaxed the rules for presentation of 
constitutional amendments by the legislature and authorized 
constitutional amendment by citizen-initiative. A new era of 
legislation by popular vote rivalling that of the Progressive 
Era promises to furnish a rich lode of data for study of 
political cultures and values in Montana, expressed directly 
in popular votes on policy questions. 
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